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Tutoring,

Increasing Peer-Tutoring Behaviors in -a

Third Grade ClasbroOm

Cross-age and peer tutoring projects represent unA..guig opportunities

for creating behavior settings which enable children to help and teach each

other basiC comiSetencies. Crossage tutoring projects-involve olAer children

tutoring younger students. ,The majority of these types of interventions have

.succeeded in improving functioning in target tutees with identifiri academic

Ilags or tehaviotal difficulties.(Cloward 1967;' Dreyer, 1973; Frager &-

Stern, 1976; Johnson &'Bailey, 1974; Robertson DeReus, Drabman, 1976;

Schwartz, 977). Unfortunately, these projects have rarely been extended td

entire classrooms of normal functioning students.

$

In peer-tutoring projects, children in the Same grade level tutor each

other. Hamblin and Hamblin (1972) found that a peer-tutoring,intervention

Was more effective than a crossage tutoring project. In'another comparative

interventibn, CoYne (1978) found greater improVements on eXams for those

provided peer tutors as opposed to those who studied independently:

.still another study, Oakland and Williams (1975)4Nund that'third and fourth
A

1
graders who rec-Neived peertutoring as a'supplerticnt to teacher instruFtion

*

learned more than children who teceived all their instrUCtion through peer

tutoring. Harris and Sherman's (1973) innovative project involved an entire

class of fourth'graders in a peer-tutoring experience. In.their intervention,

the percent of math problems.children completed correctly was highest.when

a math period' was Preceded by peer-tutor ng: These studies, suggest that

peer-tutoring can be applied to entire classrooms,might bq more effective

than cross-age tutoring or independent studying, and possibly is best
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utilized as a supplement to teacher instruction,.

In establishing teaching skills, most the above interve s ave

employed a package.of behavioral techniques; including modeling, behavioral:-

rehearsal, corrective feedback, pron.pting, And praise. In addition,-these4

studies established all tutoring behamiorS simultaneously. In contrast, .

a recent study by jason, Ferone, and SC'5ucy (1979) attempted to establish

systematically three tutoring behavior's (i.e., corrective feedback, re-,

presenting questions, and contingent praise) using,a multiple baseline

design. Prompting:was shown to effectively increase the tutoring behaviors

amdng stuclents in two entire elementary school classrooms.' in a latter'

study, Jason and Frasure (Note 1) replicated the above findings in a first

.,,grade,plassio6mand,foundsignificant secpndorder,salutarych,angesin,academfq,

'aS well as schooladjustment: indices:'

The present study attempted .to' systematically establish peer7tutoring fl
behaviors in an entire class of normal'third graders. Two reversal phases,

were added to the basic experimental design (i.e. , mul%iple baseline)' to
.

assess maintenance of tutdring behaviors following termination of pro*ting.

The effect of the intervention on academic, classroom adjustnent, as well as

self-esteem measures, was evaluated.

Method

Site and Subject Selection

LChildren involved in the peer-tutoring project (Es) were 19'third

graders in an inner-city, parochial, elementary school. The 23 third grade

y ungsters from the control 'classroom (Cs). were enrolled in another parochial

schoo,t in the same geographic area; There werim7no significant age differences

between the E and C children (t(40) ='.22). There were 8 males and 11 females
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in the E classroom, and 7 males and 16'females in the C group (employing a

chi-square, there were no significant sexAdifferences x
2
(1) = .21). ,

401

Significant soccial differences between the groups were found (x
2
(2) = 18_68,

e

/14.-01). In the program classroom, there were 4 Blacks, 8 Caucasfans, and
4

7 Latinos; in the'control class, there were 20 Black's, 1 'Caucasian,' and 2 -

Latinos.'

Program
I

In the actual prograM, the third graders assumed three:roles: tutor,

tutee, and scorekeeper. The children, working in groups of three, rotated

roles every five minutes. There were 5 -triads and one group of ?our (in

this latter group, two children assumed the rOle of scorekeeper). A fifteen

..irdnute free,play.period.:follOwed";thp'fiftpqn -minute peer.tlitoring
- -

On alternate-sessions, .chilOren,were tuto ed'in arithmetieand word, recognition

(the material was obtained from leSsons the teacher was currently introducing -

and working on in her classroom).
-

Prior to, th& first'session with the third grade-children, a role-play

of a.correct.and incorrect response was demonstrated. .X university observer

ip each group told,the children: "We're going to play the teaching.,game.

Watch how this is dve.. I'm the teacher and (another observer) is

,a

the student. I lift this card.and say: 'What is this?' (Answer is said.)

And then I say: 'That's right.' Now if the student says t e wrong answer,

this is what I do (the first card is put down, the second is held up): 'What

is thia?' (Wrong answer is said.) 'This is a . What is it?' (Correct

answer is-said.) 'That's, right.'

On the iirst day, the'scorekeeping system was described. The observer

- pqinted to one of the children and said, "You are going to be the storekeeper."

4
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The Child Recording Form was then plgced-in front of the child. The observer

said, "There are 30 spaCes for answers. If the right answer is given,

-write a plus in the first line. O.K. Watch. 'What is this?' (Observer

says z.ight answer.) .'Right.'. So I,:?ut a plus right here. 'Now.if the ,wrcmg

answer is given, write a dash. Watc.1 and we'll do it. 'What,is this?'

..,(Wrong answe'r is given.) 'This is a. '-What is this? (Right answer

is given.) 'Great.' Now I put a dash (-) here becauselthe wrong answer'

was given lirst."'

When,the teaching game.was finished, each child was prNed by the

observer and given feedback about how many.of-the'30 trials were correct.
4

7
Ighen the children achieved 2 90% ac'curacy for that: unit, the .entire class

, .

rnoved . on to the.. noct section... Chj.1d're.n. receiyed, *.' .1i.appygrni. ex: .each. ... :: . , .

. . ,

: ., ., : ...,...... , ,...,......,.,
. . . . , :

. _ . .. .. . . _ . .

sessiOn with the nUmber Of cOrrect responses".written.onit'. 'For good condu:Ct.:: ' .:.'_. - l . ,

.

program children received a small star which was'placed on a happygram.
;

Experimental Design

,

.
A:multiple baseiline reversal design was employed.

Baseline. PripT;-to tile first session, all childreri'pbservect a role-

. . ',i . ,
play of the tutorinTme (as described above).. During sessions 1-4, children

were asked to ply the teaching game. , /

Prompting,Fraisb. University students proopted praise.during sessions
k

5-3.6. Following a correct response, if the tutor did not praise spontaneously,'
1

the prompter asked the tUtor to praise the tutee.

Prompting Feedback. During sessions 9-161-the observer prompted cor-

rective feedback. Tf a tutor did not spontaneously,,,offerthe correct answer

following an incorrect response, the university student told the tutor:

"Tell the students this is a ." Praise was also prompted-during this phase._
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Prompting Re-presenting'the Question,. Re-presenting questioni were

prompted during sessions 13-16. After the tutor lorrected an incorrect

tutee response, and failed to spontaneously re-present the question, the

observer said:'"Ask (the tutee), 'What is this?" Praise and feedback

were also prompted during his phase.

Baseline. For the next six sessions (17-22), the university obsermers

did not prompt the students.

Prompting. PrOmpting for all 3 tutoring behavi rs occurred during

sessioris .23-28.

8aseline. During sessions 29-33, baseline conditions were re-estab14shed.

0,

Reliability. While each group.ofchildren had one university observer
.' .

.as..;;igned:to it, five 4)(tra, university. ob'seryers _were i'otated t.to :different

peer-tutoring.,groups in order to.gather 149.inte-irater reliability estimates.

Measures

y

Continuous in-process interactionalmeasures were-gathered. In addition,

pre-post criterion measures assessed childreWs_classroom behaviors, grades,

---
academic achievement, and self-esteem. Consumer satisfaction ratings were

also obtained.
V_

Observational Indices

The Observer Recording Form was used to, record tutoring,and prompting

behaviors. If the child tutee correctly responded to the card, a check was

inserted in the answer column; a minus signified an incorrect respitAlse on

the first trial. If the child tutor correctly used the three prompts, correct

feed4ck, repeat questeon, and praise, checks we-re-:placed in theSe columns.

. i
If prompts were not'used correctly, m,apuses werer

:
Correct feedback referred to tb;: tpboi!s provisiOn of the correct answer

tioese columns.

following a tutee's incorrect response. Repeating the question referred tot
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(to re-presenting the question ("What is this?") foAlowing a wrong tutee
*

answer and a tutor's provision of the correct answer., Priise was defined

as'a liositive verbal comment te:g., that's correct, right, -.e;4ific, great,

-Academic. Indices

Pfior -to the start of the Program and at the end of the intervention,

the Wide Range Achievement Test (Jastak & Castak,- 1965) was individually

administered. Scores were obtained in,readinq, writing and aritilmetic.'

Split-half correlation coefficients for the subtests \tarry frOm .90 to .95.

Pre-and post-testers were not familiar with.the ittervention. In addition,

pre-post changeinchirdren's grades in arithmetic, spelling, -writing and
.

ytoriduCtiemonitAked.2Brot4.teAchrsqsedtlie-followinglgradin9_scales
1

11 b.low average; 2 4 average airerle 'and '4 .suPerior.

Teacher Yerceptions

Teachers filled out the ClassrOom Adjustment Rating Scale (CARS) (Lorien,

Cowen'& taldwell, 1975) on each child at'the start and end of the project.

This instiiument has forty-one, 5-point behaviorally orie ted items. HiclAr

scores indicate more serious pi-oblems. The queVionnairt yields an overall

index (T), which is the sum of the items. he fhree principal factors are

acting-out, moodiness, and learning. Test-retest reliability for this

ingtrument was .92. One sectlon of the CARS includes a 7-:,point school

adjustment scale (higher number indicating fewer school adjustment problqms).

Seff-Es'teem

The Self-Esteem inventory (Coopersm4th, 1967) w'as administered to children

at pre- and post-points. This instrument yields'an overall Score tapping .

children's self-esteem. The,test-tatest reliability for the instrument
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,.....-

Consumer_Satisfaction
A.

,

A six item consumer satisfaction questionnaire, many of the items from

8

Kent and O'Leary's (1976) scale,'was administered to the E teacher at

progiam endI Questiorfis on this scale have five point scale,.with higher

numbers indicating higher satisfaction. .The teacher rated the project's

.goals, and her feelings toward the project and the university helpers.

/In addition, at program end children in the treatment class were 'asked whether

they, liked or Aid .nat like the teaching game and whether they used the

tutoring game during nonproject

Interiater agreement on the 015serVer ReCording'ForM,WaS'COnSeervatiVely

defined as-concordanLatings for an entire peer-tutoring episode. Agreement,

therefore,, occurred-when observers Slmilarly scored/the foilowing-categories:

tutee answer, corrective feedback, re-presenting Vle question, and s;i0c-o-i.

praise. The average agreement among observers. calculated by agreements/

(agreements.plus disagteements) was 95%,

Tutqring Behaviors

Ner

Figure 1 presengs the ,pel:(erit.of the unprompted three tutoring behaviors

Insprt Figure 1.about here

over time. Teaching behaviors increased after prqmpting for both the'reading

and arithmetic units. During the baseline period; the children used con-

tingent praise 11% of the tiMe whenimpteaching reading-and 10% of the time

when teaching arithmetic. During the intervention, unprompted praise increased

9
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to an average of 79% during reading Units and to an average of 91% ,during
A_

arit*hmetic .units
-

baseline.phase,

last two phases.

. Reductions in praise were nOted during the return to'
A ,t4

bUt.high rates of praise Were again attained during the

Correctiye feedback when teaching reading increased from a baseline'

'average of 21%,to an average of 64%safter prompting.- For arithmytic units,

I .

corrective

prompting.

feedback increased,from a beseline average,of,58% to 80% after

.During the return to baseline phase, feedbaCk increased for

reading but decreased srghtly for arithmetic With re-implementation Of

prompting, feedback increased reading and decreased slightly,fortarithmeLc.
1

Increases were noted for both arithmetic and reading during.the last phaSej

,
,RepreSentinT'questionss shoWed- averaget *of '21% forreading unitS . and .

for arithMetic'units during baseline. After onSe't Of'interention, re-

presenting questions increased to 51% 'for reading.units and 40% for arithmetic

. units. During the subsequent return to baseline phase decreases were noted,

but'with onset of prqmpting, rates of re-presenting the.question Ocreased

dramati ally. During the last phase, decreaseS were manifest during the

reading units and increases during the arithmetic units.

Scorekeeping

s4
Even though the third graders were never prompted for accuracy in

scorekeeping, their average percent of correct scorekeeping was 96% (range

fro0'5% to 100%).

Academic Materials

The third graders successfully mastered 'four units of spelling and six
\.

units'of arithmetic.

MIR
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Pre-Post,Criterion Measures

Even though E children manikested increases on their Wide Range
A

."

Achievement Test scores, when compared to Cs,at postpoint, using an analysis \

of covariance, no significant differences were found for spelling, mathematics\

or readtng.

in teris of postpOint'grades, employing an analysis of covariance, E \

childre - in comparison to Cs, earned significantly higlier-reading (t(1,38) =

4.05, p .05), spelling '(F(1,38) = 8 61, p < .01),and mathematics -(F(1,38) =
b .

%

5.27, p L .05) grades.

There were no significant E vs. C postpoint differences, using an analysis

of covariance,/n the Classroom Adjustment Rating Scale or the Self-Esteem

Inventory. A -

,.. . .' ' '

,
, ..,

. ,
- -

.

- ConSUmei Satisfaction' 's
e .

»

All but 2 of the third graders4i dicated they liked the teaching game.

Reasons for liking the game included, "It was fun because it helped me Iearn,"

"1 liked it because it helped me spell more hard-words," "...because I 14ke,

the people- and the words," and "It teach.ed,me a lot and they (university

students) are nice." Ten of the third graders indicated they used the

teaching game during nonproject times. During ttiose times, they taught

the game to their brothers, sistersi;and friends. Two children indicated
*

.

'

they taught the game to their mothers.

On 5-point scales, the teacher gave the universi:t helpers ratings of

*ma

5, indicating_thatthey.were perceived at likeable, committed, and competent.

In.addition, highest ratings were aIv given to '01i-cc iteMsdncating the,

procedures use&-were very helpful, the teacher definitely wanted to continue-
,

employing)4his type of program in thelkuture, and she would definitely

4
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recommend participation in this prógram to-others. On an a4ditional comments

section of the consumer satisfaction questionnaire, the teacher.wrote,

"This is an excellent, program-. I wish we would expand the program to the

o9-ler grades.'

The s

graders co

multipie-b

Discussion

principal finding was that an entire class of normal third
\,-

dsucc ssfUllylearn three peer-tutoring behaviors. Using a

line 4sign, with onset of prompting level incrases were nOted

in the use oi praise, feedback, an enting thequestion,- During

,the first withdrawal phase, decrease% in mot of the tutoring behaviors were
w,,

noted. High levels of tutoring behavior's were-documented, Ilowever, during

the,lasttwo''phAlliThese:'findinse'in4cate th4tj:),T int,ervention end,-the-

.program,Childien were able to-SUccessfullypeer.,-tutorwithout.prompting by

university students.

improved, and the teacher &I'M the children positively evaluated the intervention .

n addition, the. children's academic grades significantly

In a previous 'investigation, Jason, Ferone and Sodcy,(1979) did not

assess whether tutoring behaviors were maintained durtng a withdrawal phase-..

The present study indicated erosion of-Jtutoring skills during the first-

withdrawal, but generalization was achieved during the second !aithdrawal

phase.' Between the,'first and:second withdrawal phases, the youngsters

were provided six additiona.1 sessions where tutOring skills were aumpto.

Thisbooster condition effectively enablea4program children totutor in

the absence_of prompting. Further research 'is needed4to determine whether

-gains wOuld be maintained during longer term follow-ups.
,e

Children responded differentially .,to the. arithmetic and reading/units.

Generally, higher levels of tutoring behaviors were- manifested'on'days when
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\arithmetic cards were utilized. There are two reasons which account for
,

these fin'dings.:^, (a) The answers to the arithmetic Proble ware on the bs.ak
4

, of the cards, thus facilitating use of corrective feedback; and (b) Whereas'.-
44.

children, knew or were p=vided with the answers to the arithmetic problents,

sometimes the youngsterswere not acquainted-with the -words in,:the reading

unit., Corrective feedback could-not be given if a child did not know how

to pronOnce a particular'word. Future teer-tutoring programs might eStablfsh

a behavior in'tutors which'would elicit correct pronounciations, answers,

or other requisite information from the teather or'a classroom monitor.

Me most striking differences between the program:and-nonprogram children

'..
.

\

at postpoint were that the Es received signifitantly higher grades. Even ,

( . .

.
a

though the E children,did evi ence:improvement.in-the'Wid4 Rang'Achipv0ment:1-
,

e
.

.

.

At
,' j 4 s.

' ' 4 . 4''. Tes.t. sCoret, 'thete 'were nO, significant E .verSus'-C diff.ereneei' at the rirograth

lend. The tutoring programwhich focused cn:reviewing math and reading units

,
from the teather's curriculum had a greater effect in children's performance

on classroom material, as reflected-in grades., than on achievement indices,

as measured by the Wide Range'Athievement Test. Ih regard to ancillary

Criterion measures, the peer-tutoring project didjlot effect significant

changesin teacher's perceptions of children's behavior difficulties or indices

of self-esteem.
/1

There were,several methodological dj,ficulties encountored in the present

study. The experimental and control classrooms were not matched on racial

background. To avoid thisTroblem in the future, classes of children within
'

a school might be randomly divided into treatment and control conditions.

A second problem concerned IiMited data points'in experimental phases. For

example, the first treatment phase in re-presenting the question should have

13
'
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been extended until stability,had beep achieved. Finally, as stated

v

previously, there'is a need -or longer-term follow-ups' to assess maintenance

of gains during the'withdrawai condition.

-f
This stu demonstrated'that spcific components of the tutoring process

can'be taught to children. , When prompting was infrodaje at .different time
A

A

pointS for the three tutoring behaviors these behaviors increased over

baseline levels. In addition, 'tutoring skills were maintained,during'the

final teturn to baseline phase:.. While the majority of previous peer-tutoring

. 4;

investigations have focused exclusively on target children evidencing academic'

or behavioral problems, the present study established peer-tutoring competencies .

in an entire classroom of normal third graders. This primary prevention,

.

program..utilized a:Ir the .hilman 'r4spurcee 'Of a classi-oom to inOglcate posi*ive'

koSoscial. behaviors Behai.tiorainv6stig:ator-smigh't 15.rofit .fkom investing

more time in enhancing capacities land competencies in normal functioning

children-and adults in -order to increase resistance to maldevelopment and

attain,higher levels of mental health functioning (Glenwitk & Jason, in press)'.

a.
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Figure Caption

'Figure 1. Percent of unprompted praise, feedback, and-representing the

vesti9n across experimental phaseS.
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